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Abstract
The effect of neutrino cooling of possible primary regions filled by the hot matter
is discussed. Such regions could contain the primordial density inhomogeneities of
different origin and survive up to modern epoch. We show that the final temperature
of such region is ∼ 10 keV provided that the initial temperature is within the interval
10 keV...100 MeV. The cooling is realized due to the nuclear reactions containing
n − p transition. The lower limit 10 keV is accounted for by suppression of the
reactions rates because of threshold effect and n, e± density diminishment.
1 Introduction
The physics of the early Universe is one of the main tool for
study of both the elementary particle physics and the cosmology.
Any imprints of the physics at early stage and phenomena which
are responsible for them, deserves careful analysis.
In this paper, we pay attention to the local heated areas in the
early Universe. There are some observations [1] favouring their
existence. Similar objects have been hypothetically discussed ear-
lier [2–4]. They could be separated from the Hubble flow if their
density is high enough. For instance, such regions could be formed
by clusters of primordial black holes (PBH) [1,5]. In the following,
the origin of the regions is not specified.
We assume that the matter including the dark matter was cap-
tured by the gravitational forces before the star formation, when
the temperature of the Universe media was high enough. Such
regions are supposed to be of finite size being teared off the hot
plasma. There are several reasons for an unusual temperature evo-
lution within such regions which we discuss below.
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Because of its finite size, the region can be transparent for neu-
trinos even at T0 > 1 MeV while the Universe does not.
Essential thing is the following. Gravity of the region can hardly
keep electrons and positrons at the temperature T0 . 1 MeV. How-
ever, diffusive character of their propagation as well as of photons
will effectively prevent their escape [2]. The escape time of elec-
trons from the region of the size R with temperature T ∼ me would
be [6]
t ∼ R
2
D
∼ R2Tα2 ∼ 1024 year.
For numerical estimate we supposed that R ∼ 1 pc as has been
obtained at some model parameters for PBH cluster [5], electron
velocity v and Coulomb logarithm L were supposed to be of order
1, diffusion coefficient was estimated from electron travelling length
[6] D ∼ λv ∼ T 2/α2n with n ∼ T 3 being electron number density.
As one can see that even for R  1 pc diffusion time is much
bigger than the Universe lifetime.
In further, we will refer to T0 as initial temperature. Initial mass
of the region can be as big as the mass of matter inside the horizon
at the temperature Th > T0 when the region started to form, i.e.
roughly M ∼ 106(MeV/Th)2M. Therefore Th > 10...100 MeV is
less interesting because of small area mass, though the considered
effects here should be also applicable to this case.
After virialzation the regions can be heated or cooled due to
different processes inside them. Among then are neutrino cooling,
nuclear reactions, radiation of the hot plasma and the stars formed
inside the region [7], gravitational dynamics of the system, shock
waves, diffusion of matter, variation of the vacuum state while the
region is born [8], energy transfer from collapsing walls [9–12], ac-
cretion, Hawking evaporation. The last mechanisms imply exis-
tence of PBH [13,14].
Neutrino cooling could be the most effective mechanism among
the listed ones in some energy range.
Neutrino cooling is realized due to reactions of weak p ↔ n
transitions. The reaction rate is slowing down when the area is
cooling which is the result of the threshold effects and decreasing
of n and e± densities. Here we show that the temperature tends to
some fixed magnitude below which neutrino cooling is ineffective.
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2 Reactions inside heated area
The size, mass and temperature of a volume separated from
the cosmological expansion depend on many circumstances. When
choosing the initial conditions, we will partially follow the paper [5]
where the mass of the initially trapped matter is varied in wide
range, 104 − 108M. Initial parameters of the hot area basically
used here are: the size of the region is about 1 pс, its mass 104M,
initial temperature lies in the interval T0 ∼ 1keV ÷ 10MeV (at
higher temperature cluster can start to absorb neutrino). The
change of the parameters in wide range does not affect the quali-
tative effect.
Consider the cooling of the heated area due to the neutrino ra-
diation. The basic reactions of neutrino production are supposed
to be the following
e− + p→ n+ νe, (1)
e+ + n→ p+ ν¯e, (2)
e+ + e− → νe,µ,τ + ν¯e,µ,τ , (3)
n→ p+ e− + ν¯e. (4)
The necessary formulas which we used in calculations of the rates
of given reactions are as follows. The neutrino production rate per
unit volume, γi ≡ Γi/V , for each reaction are respectively
γep = ne−npσepv, (5)
γen = ne+nnσenv, (6)
γee = ne−ne+σeev, (7)
γn =
nn
τn
. (8)
Here ni is the number density of the respective species, σij is the
cross section of interacting particles i and j, v is their relative ve-
locity, which are supposed to be equal 1 for all the reactions, and
τn ≈ 1000 sec is the neutron lifetime.
The number densities are approximately described by the fol-
lowing formulas
np =
nB
1 + exp
(−∆mT ) , nn = np(T ) exp
(
−∆m
T
)
, (9)
ne− = n
eq
e (T ) + ∆ne, ne+ = n
eq
e (T ) exp
(
−me
T
)
, (10)
nB ≡ np + nn = gB ηnγ(T0), ∆ne ≡ ne− − ne+ = np. (11)
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Here η = nB/nγ ≈ 0.6 · 10−9 is the baryon to photon relation
in the modern Universe, gB ∼ 1 is the correction factors of that
relation due to entropy re-distribution, nγ(T ) =
2ζ(3)
pi2 T
3 and neqe =
3ζ(3)
2pi2 T
3 ≈ 9 · 1025 ( T100keV) are the equilibrium photon and electron
number densities respectively, ∆m = mn − mp = 1.2 MeV. One
should pay attention that nγ depends on T0 rather than T .
The following approximate formulas
σen = σee = σw, (12)
σep = σw exp
(
−Q
T
)
, (13)
are used for the cross sections. Here σw ∼ G2FT 2, Q = mn− (me +
mp) = 0.77 MeV effectively takes, through exponent, into account
threshold effect in respective reaction, GF = 1.166 · 10−5 GeV−2 is
the Fermi constant.
The backward reactions for (1)-(4) are suppressed since neutrino
freely escape the cluster. This is essential feature of the considered
case distinguishing it from the processes in the early Universe. In-
deed, the neutrino would scatter off e±, with the mean free path
λν = 1/neσνe ' 1024 cm at the temperature T = 100 keV. Hence,
λν of the neutrino inside the cluster would be much larger than its
size, 1 pc in our case. This justifies the importance of study the
energy outflow by neutrinos and subsequent cooling of the media
inside the cluster.
Note one more that the densities of the relativistic matter com-
ponents like e± and γ are functions of the current temperature T
(which is varied due to neutrino cooling and possible other effects),
contrarily to the baryon density. The latter is defined by initial
temperature T0 and almost unchanged with time.
3 Temperature evolution
The temperature balance
∆Q = δU (14)
follows from the first law of thermodynamics. Here ∆Q and δU
are the heat outflow due to neutrinos and the diminution of inner
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energy of the matter inside the cluster respectively. Applying it to
our case, we obtain the energy conservation in the form
− (γen + γep + γee + γn)Eνdt = 4bT 3dT, (15)
where Eν is the energy of outgoing neutrino which is supposed to
be ∼ T , b = pi2/15 is the radiation constant.
Integrating Eq(15), one can get time dependence of the temper-
ature in an implicit form
∆t = −4b
∫ T
T0
T ′2dT ′
γen + γep + γee + γn
. (16)
Here explicit dependence of the functions γi on T is the follow-
ing: γen = C1 · T 5 exp
(
−QT
)
, γep = C2 · T 5 exp
(−me+∆mT ), γee =
C3 · T 8 exp
(−meT ), γn = C4 · exp (−∆mT ), where exact view of Ci
follows from Eqs.(5)–(13) and their specifications in the text. The
coefficients C1,2,4 also contain the multiplier
[
1 + exp
(−∆mT )]−1.
Numerical solutions of Eq.(16) are represented in Fig. 1 left,
where different curves correspond to different initial temperatures
T0. As seen, the temperature falls sharply around T ∼ 100 keV
and then smoothly subsides to ∼ 10 keV. We call the time when
this temperature is reached as a cooling time tcooling. It is drawn
in figure 1 right.
Figure 1: Left: The time behaviour of the temperature inside the heated area. Right:
Cooling time tcooling of media inside the heated area depending on the initial temperature
T0.
As one can see, neutrino cooling effect can be essential for the
heated areas with initial temperature T0 & 100 keV.
Also, the line in the Fig.1 for the initial temperature T0 = 0.1
MeV virtually does not change with time, unlike the curves for
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higher T0 even when they go below 0.1 MeV. The reason is that at
the higher initial temperature we have the higher initial densities
of all matter components. At the same time, density of baryons
does not change and ∆ne changes slowly in time in the considered
gravitationally separated area. Thus reactions proceed faster for
higher T0 even when T becomes lower 0.1 MeV.
4 Conclusion
The relic hot regions are widely discussed in the literature, some
of them are mentioned in the Introduction. Their existence could
open new ways for research and study observational effects.
In this letter, we study the neutrino mechanism of cooling of
such regions. We have shown that these regions are cooling down
to the value ∼ 0.01 ÷ 0.1MeV due to neutrino emission. In the
following, the temperature varies slowly up to the present times.
There are other heating and cooling effects that seem less deci-
sive than the neutrino emission process. Nevertheless, their study
should be carried out in the future.
It is worth paying attention to PBH as a possible origin of such
regions. This is unique phenomena indicating possible deviation
from the standard astrophysical scenario (see, e.g., recent works
[15–19]). They are often involved in attempts to unravel a variety
of the cosmological puzzles.
PBH cluster could naturally account for existence of such re-
gions [1, 5]. Moreover, the domain-wall mechanism of the cluster
formation [11, 20, 21] can lead to additional heating of the matter
inside it [8–11]. Further analysis of observational effects of such
regions, as well as point-like cosmic gamma-ray sources [22] and
gravitation lensing events [23], would provide an important test of
the hypothesis on the PBH cluster existence.
Here we do not concentrate on PBH origin of the considered re-
gions. The neutrino cooling is one of the process accompanying the
PBH cluster formation. It deserves separate complex investigation.
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